Early yEars, background and Education
Philip Saffman's grandparents were Eastern European Jews who immigrated to Britain. His father, Samuel Ralph Saffman, and his mother, Sarah Rebecca (née Leviten), were both born in Britain, with Philip becoming an addition to the family home in Savile Road, Leeds, on 19 March 1931. Philip had two brothers and, in his childhood household, the law was a dominant theme: his father and both his brothers were solicitors. His elder brother, Leonard, subsequently became a judge and he is survived by his younger brother, Simeon. Philip was the only scientist.
Philip received a solid education at Roundhay Grammar School in Leeds, which, coupled with his unusual academic precociousness, resulted in his admission to Cambridge University when he was just 15 years old. The university would not allow him to attend at such a young age, so, to fill time, he served a year of military service in the Royal Air Force as a teleprint operator. This turned out to be useful later in his academic career: it meant he could type up his own manuscripts, relying less on support staff. It was also during this period that Philip made his first extended visit to the USA, where he had cousins dotted around, including one in Culver City, California, and another in Baltimore, Maryland. This was his first taste of the country in which he would spend the major part of his career.
Telephones were not widespread in mid-century Leeds, and people tended to just drop in on their neighbours. It was in this way that Philip became acquainted with Ruth Arion, through his association with her older brothers who were Philip's academic contemporaries by virtue of his accelerated advancement through school. Ruth's parents were also immigrants to Britain, from Poland and Lithuania. Philip and Ruth married in 1954, just before Philip won a Prize Fellowship at Trinity College, Cambridge. 'If he'd known beforehand I don't think he would have married me', Ruth quips, in knowledge of how much Philip enjoyed the perks of a Trinity Fellow-the free meals, occasional feasts at high table, the stately rooms overlooking majestic College courtyards. Figure 1 shows Philip and Ruth in front of a fountain in the Villa d'Este, Tivoli, during their honeymoon in 1954.
Philip finished his Bachelors degree in mathematics in 1953, studied for Part III of the Cambridge Mathematics Tripos in 1954, and stayed on for graduate study under the supervision of George K. Batchelor (FRS 1957) . It was after just two years of graduate study that Philip submitted his thesis for the Prize Fellowship. He also took his PhD in 1956, a degree largely viewed at the time to be something of a consolation prize for those not accomplished enough to secure a Prize Fellowship. Nevertheless, Philip wanted his PhD because he knew that Americans were generally unaware of what a 'Prize Fellowship' was. It was during his fellowship tenure that a long-standing association with Geoffrey I. Taylor FRS-or 'G.I.'-was born. G.I. was to play a significant role in Philip's life.
In 1960 Philip moved to King's College, London. The reasons for the move are not entirely clear but, according to Ruth, 'he was a young man in a hurry', and rapid professional advancement at Cambridge was not forthcoming. Owen Phillips (FRS 1968) , with whom he was friendly at Cambridge, urged Philip to move on. The early 1960s saw an explosion in the institution of new British universities (for example Southampton and East Anglia), and Philip was not the only one to contribute to an exodus of talent from Cambridge at that time. Philip chose London as his destination, drawn by the appeal of a tolerant and cosmopolitan bigger city. One of his mentors at King's College was Hermann (later Sir Hermann) Bondi FRS and, with Ian Roxburgh, Philip wrote a paper on cosmology, but it was a subject with which he only fleetingly engaged.
An auspicious six months was spent, in 1963, as a visiting scholar at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in Pasadena. The invitation came from Janos Laufer, a member of Hans Liepmann's fluid dynamics group at JPL. Philip had met Laufer at the 'Mechanics of Turbulence' Symposium, held in Marseilles in 1961. Philip gave a lecture there on the effects of the molecular diffusivity in turbulent diffusion. 'Brilliant, it was', recalls Keith Moffatt (FRS 1986 ), a contemporary of Philip's at Cambridge, who was also present at the meeting. Philip's academic flair also impressed both fellow Englishman Gerald Whitham (FRS 1965) and Hans Liepmann during his visit to JPL: at the end of it Philip and Ruth returned to London, but Whitham and Liepmann had already offered Philip a permanant position at Caltech, which he immediately accepted. 'There was no question', Ruth recalls. A final year at King's College was spent merely to honour his contractual obligations there. Philip became a Professor of Fluid Mechanics at Caltech in 1964 and he was named von Kármán Professor in 1995.
His foresight in deciding to secure his PhD degree in Cambridge also paid off later in that, when he arrived at Caltech, he was allowed to dine at the Athenaeum, Caltech's faculty club and a respectable substitute for Trinity's high table. At the time, a PhD was an Athenaeum entry requirement. 
PErsonal lifE, family, and intErEsts
Philip and Ruth had three children, Louise, Mark and Emma, all born in the UK (in 1956, 1958 and 1964, respectively) . Emma was very young at the time of the move to the USA. During its short spell in London the family lived in Twickenham; on their move to Southern California the Saffmans spent their first year in a rented home in Altadena before moving, in 1965, to Ninita Parkway, Pasadena, where Ruth still resides. The address is famous for what has become known colloquially among fluid dynamics colleagues as the 'vortex filament tree' (shown in figure 2 ), in reference to Philip's scientific interests. It is also known as a former home of the Caltech seismologist and inventor of the Richter scale, Beno Gutenberg, whom Albert Einstein frequently visited there. Philip used to joke to his house guests that if you looked hard enough you'll find mathematical equations etched on the bathroom walls.
The house is a very walkable two blocks from the Caltech campus, which Louise and Mark both attended as undergraduates. Emma, in contrast, went off to Yale to study biochemistry; she then transferred to Stanford to earn her PhD and she is currently a patent agent in Canada. Mark inherited his father's academic sensibilities and is a professor of physics at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Louise is the entrepreneur of the family and credits her father with helping to shape her disposition:
I remember his explaining logic problems to me when I was in sixth grade, always patient with homework questions, and having the particularly amazing ability to explain anything starting from first principles in a way that made it seem so clear; he taught me to think out of the box.
Philip and Ruth were from orthodox Jewish families with differing degrees of observance. Philip was never particularly interested in religion, but he was always respectful of it and, according to Ruth, 'did what his father expected of him'. This continued throughout his life, although the family often noticed Philip jotting down mathematics on napkins he had sneaked into his pockets during services. When Philip was working at home, however, Louise recalls 'he had these really large clipboards which he would balance on his knee'. He enjoyed classical music, but not in public spaces, preferring to listen to it in the privacy of his home. Reading was a long-time passion of his. Philip enjoyed history, war history in particular, drawn to it by the elements of strategy and calculated manoeuvres involved. Crime and detective novels also appealed to him, no doubt for similar reasons. He enjoyed Dick Tracy stories and the work of Raymond Chandler. One of us (S.T.) recalls Philip remarking in the mid 1980s that performing successful numerical computations in his scientific work was 'like being a detective', something he enjoyed very much. He also liked classic novelists such as Charles Dickens and Jane Austen, and he enjoyed watching Shakespeare's plays (he particularly enjoyed watching one of his own PhD students, James Gleeson, play Richard III in Caltech's Ramo Auditorium in 1999). Philip and Ruth shared a liking for the work of Anthony Burgess.
In his earlier years Philip would play golf with Ruth's brothers-Ruth recalls them all visiting St Andrews together-and his interest in golf persisted throughout the years. In later life he would play tennis, as a social sport, especially on Sundays in doubles matches with Ruth. Fred Culick and his long-time Caltech colleague Herb Keller were frequent opponents, as was Bengt Fornberg, who was Philip's Caltech colleague between 1974 and 1984. By the early 1990s he seemed to have lost interest in tennis; when asked why he was no longer playing, he responded by saying he did not find much point in hitting the ball! He enjoyed hikes to Mount Wilson and the Echo Trail, often inviting his current cohort of graduate students on day-long expeditions as an extracurricular activity. Both of us have fond memories of attending barbeques hosted by Philip and Ruth, for graduate students and colleagues, in the back garden in Ninita Parkway. Such a barbeque, organized to mark Philip's retirement in 1998, was attended by colleagues, as well as current and former PhD students, from all over the world. Figure 3 shows a photograph of the extended Saffman family taken on that occasion. Los Angeles in the mid 1960s was a far cry from what the Saffmans were used to. Ruth, especially, found the transition difficult: 'There was smog, and you could see it; my senses were in shock.' G.I. visited Caltech in 1970, and Ruth, still adjusting to her new environs, found his presence 'very soothing'. He stayed at the Huntington Hotel, and the Saffman family has fond memories of showing him the attractions of Southern California, taking him sailing, visiting the arboretum in Arcadia (where G.I. apparently ran off, like a little boy, into a jungle-like enclosure with young Mark; G.I. enjoyed the fact that it was where the early Tarzan movies were filmed (20)*). Philip adjusted more quickly: he adored the warm, sunny climate of Southern California, and he revelled in the pervasive informality in the USA, although it took time for him to fully embrace it. Sheila Shull, the head administrative assistant of Applied Mathematics at Caltech since 1979, recalls that Philip asked that she address him as 'Professor Saffman' when she first arrived on the job. Later he asked her to use 'Philip', but after so many years, and with her respect for him firmly established, she could not bring herself to do it! 'He was a true gentleman', Sheila recalls.
Philip was an involved father who enjoyed discovering the national parks and forests of the USA with his children, especially on long car trips, where they would hike and camp as much as possible. Louise recalls that, in the few weeks immediately after Philip's visit to JPL, the family drove across the USA, along Route 66 as far as possible, in a Chevy station wagon and stopping overnight at Howard Johnson's or similar motels.
But, for all the attractions of the USA, Philip still missed certain aspects of British culture: the traditional ales, pub culture, Hancock's Half Hour, recorded BBC readings of Sherlock Holmes mysteries. His visit to London in 1988 to receive his Fellowship of the Royal Society and to sit for his official portrait photograph is a fondly remembered occasion for the family, and held special significance for Philip.
acadEmic carEEr and associations
Although Batchelor was Saffman's supervisor, as a PhD student in Cambridge, Saffman became involved with G. I. Taylor on some pattern formation problems in viscous fingering (see §4.1). G.I. was the biggest scientific influence in his life, and he clearly revered him. Those visiting Saffman's office in the early 1980s were greeted with a picture of his baby grandson looking at a copy of Taylor's collected work. When asked what it was like to work with G.I., Philip would respond, 'he already knew the answer.' By this he meant that G.I. asked others to do the mathematics to confirm his intuition, rather than using mathematics to discover the underlying physics. By contrast, mathematics itself was of interest to Saffman, whose mathematical mastery was also matched by his commanding physical intuition.
Cambridge in the late 1950s was arguably the place to be if you had interests in fluid dynamics, and Philip rapidly gained the reputation of a rising star. Ruth vividly remembers an occasion when a certain Lord Rothschild, seeking to consult Philip on a scientific matter, casually knocked on the door of their Cambridge house to see whether Philip was home. The Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics (DAMTP) was in its infancy. A photograph of the Cavendish Laboratory team taken in April 1955-it is reproduced in George Batchelor's biography of G. I. Taylor-features Philip in a line-up that includes Batchelor, * Numbers in this form refer to the bibliography at the end of the text.
Owen Phillips, John S. Turner (FRS 1982) and Ian Proudman, with all of whom Philip was well acquainted. Figures 4 and 5 both show Philip in Cambridge around that time-the first is an official portrait taken by Trinity College; the photograph of Philip punting was taken by Ruth.
It was at Cambridge that Philip first met Derek Moore (FRS 1990) , who was to become one of Philip's closest collaborators and a dear friend. Originating in the days before email (and beyond), the two regularly exchanged letters and other correspondence about science, mutual colleagues, family and friends, the general vicissitudes of life. Their scientific collaborations started in the late 1960s, and over the years Derek would make regular, extended, summer visits to Caltech. Derek was an avid-indeed, professional-level-jazz saxophone player, and the Saffman family became accustomed to sounds of his saxophone emanating from the basement of their house, where Derek would practise.
Max Delbrück (ForMemRS 1967) and his wife, Manny, probably also got used to Derek Moore's basement improvisations-they lived next door to the Saffmans and became good friends of the family. Delbrück was also at Caltech, and is now broadly viewed as one of the founding fathers of molecular biology; he shared the 1969 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for pioneering work studying the genetics of bacteria and their viruses. It was during Philip took several sabbaticals during his career. He spent time at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in the early 1970s, visiting his close colleagues David Benney and Harvey Greenspan. That trip was particularly memorable for the family in that it coincided with a large earthquake in the Los Angeles area and, although they were away, there was naturally concern for friends, and for the house! In 1982 another sabbatical year was spent with time divided between a return to MIT and a six-month sojourn at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
To our knowledge, Philip supervised an impressive total of 41 PhD students during his academic career. His first students were in Cambridge and included Francis Bretherton and Ron Wooding, but most worked with him at Caltech. He enjoyed the task of research supervision, and he was an inspiring mentor, although in his productive mid-career phase he gained a reputation for not suffering fools gladly. He served as Executive Officer of Applied Mathematics at Caltech between 1985 and 1989, a role he took very seriously but, according to Ruth, did not particularly enjoy. In contrast, Philip did enjoy teaching, but only to students interested in learning. His typewritten lecture notes for the Caltech staple, course AMa 95 (now known as ACM 95/100), which he taught for many years, became a canonical set of notes for that course (his children, Louise and Mark, both took the course from their father). His graduate-level course, 'Vortex dynamics', served as the basis for an eponymous 1992 monograph (19) (see §4.5), which he was encouraged to write by his Caltech colleagues Hans Liepmann and Hans Hornung of the Graduate Aeronautics Laboratory. Saffman served as associate editor for both Journal of Fluid Mechanics and Physical Review Letters and was also an editorial board member for the journal Studies in Applied Mathematics.
sciEntific contributions
Given the breadth of Saffman's scientific contributions, space limitations alone preclude us from providing a comprehensive account. We have therefore picked out what we view as a representative showcase of his interests, including what we believe to be his most impactful contributions, and others that tell us most about the man, his methods, and his scientific principles and beliefs. Several articles have already been written focusing on particular aspects of his work, including an insightful survey by Howard Stone on Saffman's contributions to low-Reynolds-number hydrodynamics (Stone 2000) , and a survey of his influence in turbulence theory by Daniel Meiron and Dale Pullin (Pullin & Meiron 2011) , two of his close Caltech colleagues. The latter authors have also written an excellent account (Pullin & Meiron 2013 ) of Saffman's scientific contributions to the general field of fluid dynamics in a recent article for Annual Reviews of Fluid Mechanics.
'Lambda equals a half'
One of the scientific problems with which Philip Saffman is indelibly linked is one he worked on very early in his career: the Hele-Shaw problem of viscous fingering. Taylor invited Saffman to perform some mathematical calculations associated with this problem, but Saffman was also directly involved with the laboratory experiments. Ruth recalls her husband's interactions with the Cavendish Laboratory assistant, Walter Thompson, and the purchasing of golden syrup from the grocery store on King's Parade: a 'Hele-Shaw cell' comprises two plates of glass with a thin layer of viscous fluid sandwiched between them.
This simple experimental set-up allows one to explore how a less viscous fluid, such as air, interacts with a more viscous fluid, such as oil or water, as the less viscous fluid is pumped into the cell. Mathematically, the equations governing the motion of the fluids in this HeleShaw cell are analogous to those governing the motion of water displacing oil in a porous rock. Consequently, an understanding of the toy Hele-Shaw problem provides insights into methodologies in the more important matter of drilling for oil. Taylor was motivated to study this problem after learning of the very real challenges faced by an oil company he had visited in the USA (20).
The Hele-Shaw problem is a so-called free boundary problem, in which it is the motion of an interface between two immiscible fluids that is of interest. In his now-classic 1958 paper with Taylor (4) , Saffman considered the problem of displacement of a more viscous fluid by a less viscous fluid. Beyond the linear instability stages of the planar interface, their experiment revealed a competition process that eventually resulted in a steadily translating finger whose width was approximately half the channel width (except when the so-called capillary number was small). Theoretical calculations confirmed the linear instability and also revealed a class of analytical solutions to an idealized problem using complex variable techniques*-an area of mathematics that interested Saffman and would serve as an invaluable tool in many of his future endeavours. The idealization invoked is that one of the fluids is just a constant-pressure gas, with the boundary condition at the interface being that the pressure in the other fluid is constant on the boundary. The analytical solutions described a class of steadily travelling finger-like interfacesnow almost universally known † as the 'Saffman-Taylor fingers'. In his characteristically unassuming fashion Saffman downplayed his role in the joint work with Taylor, remarking in the 1990s: 'it shouldn't be Saffman-Taylor. It should be Taylor-Saffman. That happened because at that time the Royal Society would only publish names alphabetically' (Cohen 1999, p. 30) .
The beautiful, and impactful, 1958 paper (4) was published, but the more important scientific story was only just beginning. There was an unresolved issue concerning the analytical solutions that Saffman and Taylor had found: the ratio of the width of the travelling fingers to the width of the Hele-Shaw cell, called λ in the original paper, was indeterminate. The analysis allowed λ to take any value between 0 and 1, in contrast with the value λ = 1 -2 observed in the experiment. Saffman and Taylor offered some explanations of why this was the case, but it was essentially left unresolved. Later on, Saffman recalled that when G.I. was asked if he slept well, G.I. replied that he usually did, except when puzzling over the discrepancy between theory and experiment in the Hele-Shaw problem.
This unresolved matter also bothered Saffman, who referred to it as 'lambda equals a half' (Cohen 1999) . He re-examined the problem years later with several students. One idea was to include three-dimensional effects in the transverse direction to determine whether this made any difference. Another was to include capillary effects, although G.I. had found it difficult to imagine that these, which were estimated to be small, could make a difference. Being at Caltech, which was a centre for the study of singular perturbation methods including work by S. Kaplun, P. A. Lagerstrom, J. D. Cole and D. S. Cohen, many of whom were to become Saffman's immediate colleagues after the formation of the applied mathematics option at Caltech, Saffman was well aware by this time that apparently small terms in an equation can have unusually large ('singular') effects on a solution.
It turned out that capillary effects were indeed crucial. In joint work with a PhD student, John McLean, numerical calculations (18) were performed suggesting that the relative finger width λ was selected by capillary effects and it appeared to tend to 1 -2 in the small surface tension limit, although this was at odds with their perturbation analysis. It is interesting to recall their conclusions:
Stringent checks of the numerical procedure were carried out and the internal consistency leads us to believe that the numerical results are correct and the perturbation expansion contains an undetected inconsistency. ‡ Believing as they did that their numerical calculations were correct, the paper could easily have focused on the strong numerical evidence to support their conclusions. But instead they also chose to point out the discrepancy with the perturbative calculations, something that could have created doubts about those conclusions. In retrospect, one cannot but admire the intellectual fortitude needed to return to an old conundrum more than * The 1958 paper (1) credits assistance from Fritz Ursell (FRS 1972) . † Unknown to Saffman and Taylor, Zhuravlev (1956) had also discovered the same steady solution. ‡ They had also concluded linear instability in contradiction to experiment, but this was later pointed out to be the result of mistakenly omitting a term in their calculation.
20 years later and publish another attempt to resolve it, only to conclude that it seemed at odds with perturbation theory. But Saffman acted with a conviction that something more profound was at work here. And he was right. In the 1980s, 'lambda equals a half' ignited a feverish flurry of scientific endeavour, in both physical scientists and mathematicians, extending methods of exponential asymptotics to integro-differential equations that arose both in this and in other related problems in pattern formation. These efforts paved the way to the understanding that their idealized mathematical model is structurally unstable (Tanveer 2000) to arbitrarily small physical effects such as surface tension and therefore need not lead to reliable physical predictions.
Saffman lift
The Hele-Shaw problem is fundamentally a viscous flow problem, but the confinement of the fluid to the thin region between two rigid plates renders the mathematical equations more akin to those describing the flow of an inviscid fluid. But it was not long before Saffman tackled the full viscous flow equations in trying to understand a puzzle concerning the shear-induced drift of particles in shear flows at low Reynolds numbers. In his 1965 paper on this subject he credits J. T. Stuart (FRS 1974) with 'reawakening his interest' (7) in such matters, a phrase perhaps alluding to work he had contributed a few years earlier on the effect of dusty gases on the stability of shear flows in a pipe (6). It was known that spherical particles in steady low-Reynolds-number parabolic flows in a pipe drift laterally across streamlines. It was also known that such behaviour is disallowed for a particle in a unidirectional flow at zero Reynolds number when inertial effects are totally ignored. Saffman offered a theoretical rationalization of this phenomenon. It was natural to assess the effects of inertia, so, in an insightful singular perturbation analysis, Saffman was able to explain this conundrum and to produce an explicit formula for what is now known as the 'Saffman lift'. It is in response to this lift force that a particle experiences an inertiainduced velocity across the streamlines of the unidirectional flow in which it sits. The analysis requires a careful balancing of the inertial effects due to slip against that due to the local shear, together with a realization that particle effects manifest themselves in the far field as those due to a point singularity (a Stokeslet) at the particle centre. Saffman's consideration of this problem began in the UK and was completed at Caltech, which, as just noted, was a hotbed for the development of singular perturbation methods. Saffman's 1965 paper reflects both his interest in and proclivity for such methods and he would make repeated use of them throughout his career whenever a problem called for it.
Not only has Saffman's result on the lift velocity now been shown to give very good agreement with experiments, but the essence of the analytical approach he pioneered has also since been adopted in many other contexts. His original work assumed that it is the local shear that dominates over slip-induced inertial effects, and that the particle is rigid and far from any other boundaries. It has been generalized to spherical bubbles and drops (with an internal viscosity), to the case where boundary effects are important, and to general threedimensional bodies. Stone (2000) has surveyed the impact of Saffman's work in more detail. It is reasonable to say that Saffman's 1965 paper had as much mathematical impact as it did in providing a physical explanation for the experimentally observed drift phenomenon.
A couple of years after his 1965 paper was published, Saffman opened his review of the monograph 'Low Reynolds number hydrodynamics' by Happel and Brenner by stating that 'The flow motions of a viscous fluid is one of the less fashionable branches of fluid mechanics. Yet....low Reynolds number flows are of enormous practical importance in many fields of science and technology'. With novel technological applications arising all the time in the modern areas of micro-and nano-fluidics, Saffman's observation continues to hold true, and the influence of his own impressive series of seminal contributions in this area still resonates to this day.
The Saffman-Delbrück model
Singular effects in flows at small Reynolds numbers also lie at the heart of the so-called 'Saffman-Delbrück model' (15) . This concerns the motion of particles in a membrane or surface film neighbouring a viscous fluid phase. Many biological membranes comprise a lipid bilayer with fluid-like characteristics often containing protein molecules that essentially diffuse along it in a nearly two-dimensional motion. Although the particle motion is confined to this membrane layer, the latter often sits next to a less viscous subphase.
The biomechanical challenge is to understand the particle diffusion rate along the membrane. By invoking standard thermodynamic arguments, and by the use of the StokesEinstein relation, this problem of determining the translational diffusivity of the particle can be reduced to finding the translational mobility coefficient more familiar to low-Reynoldsnumber fluid dynamicists; this is the linear coefficient relating forces to velocities. At first sight one might think to model the motion of a single particle in the membrane as the twodimensional uniform translation of a solid object in a Stokes flow. But the latter problem does not admit a mathematical solution (this is the so-called 'Stokes paradox'), and the sought-after mobility coefficient does not exist. Saffman and Delbrück's key contribution to modelling this scenario was to weigh up the possible competing physical effects deriving from the inescapable three-dimensionality of the flow and to identify the principal one affecting the membrane-bound particle motion. By a rational process redolent of those featuring in the fictional detective novels of which Saffman was so fond, the authors discounted inertial corrections, finite-size effects of the membrane, and far-field wall effects to conclude (17) that the most important determining mechanism is associated with the viscous dissipation in the neighbouring fluid subphase. Their arguments rely on a mixture of scaling arguments and an asymptotic analysis of the detailed velocity field. Once again, the original model has been developed in a variety of different directions (Stone 2000) and is viewed as a key contribution to biomechanical modelling.
It is a sign of Saffman's versatility, and his willingness to pitch in scientifically when he could, that he was able to turn his physical insights, and a casual conversation in the garden with his neighbour, into an invaluable scientific asset.
Turbulence
The challenge of finding an effective theoretical characterization of turbulence was a major theme running through the entire course of Saffman's career, and he studied several problems in this area. In some cases the relation to turbulence was only indirect, whereas others concerned turbulence itself.
In a study with Turner (1), which was completed even before Saffman received his PhD, they determined that it was spatial variation of the small-scale velocity field that was responsible for the collision of smaller drops to form larger ones. They obtained explicit expressions for the collision rate by using the kinetic theory of gas developed by Taylor (1935) and the pressure-fluctuation statistics in turbulence obtained by Batchelor (1951) . Before this it had been known that the size of drops due to condensation itself was not enough for precipitation to occur. Saffman and Turner provided the first known explanation for the coalescence so vital to the precipitation process. This remains an influential work in environmental fluid dynamics.
Saffman's work (6) on dusty gases was motivated by experiments that suggested that the presence of dust particles reduces turbulence. Saffman showed how particulate matter changes the hydrodynamic stability features of an otherwise uniform parallel flow. Critical to the Orr-Sommerfeld-type analysis was the timescale τ of adjustment of a particle to the ambient flow relative to the timescale of that flow. Physically, the larger τ for coarser particles resulted in the transfer of energy that would otherwise have gone into unstable modes to the dust particles, thus delaying the onset of linear instability. This effect is not significant when τ is small, and the clean-gas transition Reynolds number is simply scaled down to lower values by the presence of particulate matter. Thus, fine enough particles hasten the onset of instability through a decreased critical Reynolds number, whereas coarser particles increase the critical Reynolds number. Saffman advanced this as an explanation of why dusty gases in experiment, which consisted of coarser particles, had less turbulent intensity. The 'Saffman dusty gas model' has inspired much subsequent work in both the physics and mathematics communities.
Saffman studied the effect of molecular diffusion on turbulent dispersion (5). He noticed that particles do not move with the continuum fluid velocity but have an additional random thermal component determined from the local one-molecule probability distribution. Using a local solution in time of the passive-scalar advection-diffusion equation in the presence of local straining and relative rotational motion, and assuming uncorrelated random and continuum motion, he came up with an expression for dispersion in which the effect of molecular diffusivity was to decelerate dispersion. Although experimental evidence for this phenomenon is not clear-cut, this was a startling and counterintuitive theoretical prediction based on well-accepted assumptions. Until then it was widely believed that in all cases molecular diffusivity enhanced dispersion rates.
His most enduring work in turbulence theory is likely to be his work on decaying turbulence at large scales (8); this has been a topic of interest for many decades. Before this contribution the prevailing view was that energy E(k), where k is the wavenumber, scales as E(k) ≃ C 4 k 4 for small k. This resulted in the prediction that the mean square turbulent velocity 〈u 2 〉 ≃ t −10/7 for large time. This assumed that a so-called Loitsyanskii integral, which is time invariant, exists for all reasonable initial conditions. By initially taking a random distribution of impulsive forces whose spectral correlation with distance decreased exponentially, Saffman (8) showed that the Loitsyanskii integral did not exist in this case. Instead, he found a different invariant that led to the scaling behaviour E(k) ≃ C 2 k 2 and, as a consequence, a decay rate 〈u 2 〉 ≃ t −6/5 . Much work followed and it appeared that different types of initial condition led to different decay rates-they are broadly classified into 'Batchelor turbulence' and 'Saffman turbulence' categories, although more recent work (Vassilicos 2011) has suggested that there can be an infinity of integral invariants, each corresponding to a different decay rate.
In hindsight, Saffman's contribution to decaying turbulence suggests that no universality in the decay rate independent of initial conditions can be expected. His own view of this work, given in the preface to his lectures on turbulence (9), is typically self-deprecating: 'The work … on the structure and invariance of the large eddies is believed to be both new and correct, but is of no real importance'.
His many other contributions to turbulence theory have been summarized in Pullin & Meiron (2011) .
Notwithstanding his own work, he was a fierce critic of much of the prevailing research on turbulence. In his lectures (9) he quoted Shakespeare's 'Scottish play' to express his belief that many people at the time tended to overstate their results relative to what was actually accomplished (and which invariably depended on a string of untested implicit assumptions), suggesting that the current state of turbulence theory was 'full of sound and fury, signifying nothing.' He also expressed the hope that research over the next few decades would make this quotation inappropriate but, until his death, he still did not quite believe this had happened. This scepticism extended to his own work, in respect of which he once offered readers the caution (9) 'the ideas … are new and hopefully important, but are speculative, and quite possibly in serious error. ' Arguably, his role as a critic may have been as important as his own work in turbulence. His criticisms focused attention on implicit, untested assumptions that go into turbulence theories. He himself thought seriously about many of these assumptions and identified a few fundamental questions that he believed needed to be resolved before serious progress could be made. These include (i) the independence of Reynolds number of the dissipation rate, (ii) the dependence of the inertial range, small eddies and intermittency on Reynolds number, and (iii) long-time existence of solutions to the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations. These remain widely recognized important open theoretical problems, although there have been empirical advances (see, for example, Sreenivasan (1998) and Kaneda et al. (2003) concerning question (i), and Luo & Hou (2014) concerning the three-dimensional Euler equations).
Saffman recognized the challenges in these problems and was generally pessimistic about the pace of progress in turbulence research. However, he always held the belief that understanding structures in turbulent flows, like those demonstrated by the experiments of Brown & Roshko (1974) , was a very worthwhile intermediate goal, and this led him to devote considerable time and energy to improving our understanding of vortex structures in fluid flows.
Vortex dynamics
The 1970s saw the blossoming of Saffman's interest in vorticity as a key to understanding complex fluid dynamical behaviour. This theme of his research continued well into the 1980s, and culminated in the publication of Vortex dynamics, the only monograph that Saffman would write in his career. Cambridge University Press published the first edition in 1992; the paperback edition appeared in 1995, and a Russian translation in 2000. Ruth reports that Philip found writing it 'exhausting'. But in the short time since its first appearance it has arguably already taken its place in the pantheon of influential fluid dynamics texts. Derek Moore once told one of us (D.C.) that he valued it so much that he kept a copy on his bedside table.
Indeed, Derek Moore can largely be credited with engaging Saffman in this area: Saffman's contributions to vortex dynamics started in earnest in the early 1970s, and mostly in collaboration with Moore. The two had published their first collaborative work together in the late 1960s-on the subject of particle motion in rapidly rotating flows in bounded domains (10)-and their first article on vortex dynamics appeared soon afterwards in 1972 (12) . It was a skilful use of the techniques of matched asymptotic expansions and provided the first selfconsistent formulation of the motion of a vortex filament with small but finite cross-sectional area and arbitrary internal flow structure, including axial flow effects and ambient irrotational strain. This paper helped to clarify several contradictory results in the literature concerning the speed of propagation of a thin-cored vortex ring. Two other important related papers appeared shortly afterwards (13, 14) .
On surveying both Saffman's published work in vortex dynamics, and the topic choices for his monograph, several characteristics become apparent. He was convinced that the judicious study of reduced models, and exact solutions, can afford crucial insights into the study of more complex dynamical phenomena. The organization of his monograph into chapters devoted to the line vortex model, the vortex patch model, vortex sheets and vortex filaments is consonant with his belief that vorticity in its various guises constitutes 'the sinews and muscles of fluid motion'-a phrase (attributed to Küchemann 1965) that he enjoyed and would often repeat.
With his students and collaborators Saffman contributed many studies on vortex patches. His primary interest in them involved a careful analysis of their structure and stability, and he appreciated the remarkable numerical advantage, noticed by Zabusky and co-workers in the late 1970s, afforded by the reduction of their dynamical evolution to the methods of 'contour dynamics'. Inspired by the work of Brown & Roshko (1974) , Moore and Saffman made use of an exact solution that they had found earlier* (11) for an elliptical vortex patch in equilibrium in a linear ambient straining flow to make arguments about the spacing of vortex structures in turbulent shear flows. They argued that this was controlled by the fact that there is an upper limit on the line density of a linear array of finite-cored vortices: vortices that are too close cannot continue to exist in equilibrium without breaking up (16).
As Saffman's interest in numerical methods grew, he used them to compute a wide range of vortex patch equilibria. For example, he got involved in the subtle question of the stability properties of von Kármán vortex streets, a hotly contested topic in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Despite the fact that such vortex streets are commonly observed in nature and experiments, a linear stability analysis of the point vortex street is well known to be stable to linear perturbations only at an isolated value of the street's aspect ratio. Saffman was interested in whether the vortex patch analogues of the von Kármán point vortex streets would help to clarify the stability question. In the end they did. The story of the developments is detailed, involving contributions by Saffman with his student James Schatzmann and with Daniel Meiron, as well as by Shigeo Kida, Robert MacKay (FRS 2000) and Javier Jimenez, but it was eventually found, from general arguments based on the stability structure of Hamiltonian systems, that the stability properties of the point vortex street are generic in all inviscid models that are not 'too far' from the point vortex case. Having spent much time and effort studying this problem, Saffman was impressed by the power of these Hamiltonian methods; he would come to make use of them in his work on water wave problems (see §4.6). In the early 1990s he took pains to try to understand the geometrical mechanics approach to the Euler equations developed by Arnold, Marsden, Weinstein, and others.
Saffman's interest in vortex patches continued to the end of his career. Indeed, his very last published paper revisited the subject of aircraft vortices; with his student David Hill he studied the structure and stability of a counter-rotating pair of vortex patches in a linear shear flow in an attempt to understand how ambient weather conditions might affect the safety of air traffic control protocols at airports. Given his long-standing interest in such problems it is fitting that Saffman's Los Angeles Times obituary states:
In particular, he developed a precise mathematical understanding of wake turbulence caused by jets during takeoff. That analysis helped uncover the conditions that contributed to several aircraft accidents, including a Delta Air Lines crash in Dallas in August 1985, when the flight crew tried to land in a thunderstorm. Saffman's work helped convince airlines and airports that they must allow a minimum amount of time to pass between takeoffs to let the wake turbulence of the preceding jet to subside.
In this context, Saffman's 1972 contribution on the motion of a trailing vortex pair in a stratified atmosphere was particularly important. The distance between aircraft had to be sufficient to let the vortex pair migrate or dissipate enough to allow subsequent aircraft to avoid the turbulent trail. It is interesting to note that such concerns persist to this day and turned out to be one of the causes of delayed certification of the Airbus A380 in the USA.
Water waves
Water wave theory was the other topic that occupied most of Saffman's attention in the 1970s and 1980s. He worked on different aspects of water waves for a long time, typically with students. Initially he seemed to have been influenced by David Benney from MIT, with whom he collaborated on nonlinear wave interactions.
As already mentioned, by this time Saffman had become a firm believer in the power of scientific computation in achieving scientific goals. Graduate students seeking to work with Saffman at this time were actively encouraged to engage in computations. In regard to Saffman, Bengt Fornberg told us, 'if I recall correctly, he was the first faculty member in the Applied Math department to acquire a personal computer almost before the concept was known-a preassembled Heathkit, without hard drive, but remarkably with a simple Fortran compiler on a floppy disk.' Robert Mackay similarly recalls, 'Saffman was very proud of his VAX, which was named PGSaffVax. ' To an extent, Saffman believed that the use of analytical techniques in fluid dynamics had run its course and that unless you were a 'genius', as he put it, computation was about the only way in which one could expect to make significant scientific progress. Looking at the historical development of water wave theory, there were good reasons to hold such a view. The study of water waves had a long history involving some of the best-known mathematiciansLaplace, Lagrange, Cauchy, Poisson, Airy, Stokes and many others. Yet, by the late 1970s, when Saffman got involved, most of the theoretical work involved either weakly nonlinear models or rigorous analysis of the Stokes amplitude for two-dimensional steady water waves. Even in two dimensions, uniqueness issues were not settled. Observed water waves in nature are typically three-dimensional, and a two-dimensional theory was clearly inadequate. Saffman was particularly impressed by computational discoveries of M. S. Longuet-Higgins FRS and co-workers.
With collaborators, Saffman contributed a series of his own skilful computations on water waves: with Benito Chen he established a new branch of steady two-dimensional waves that arose from a period-doubling bifurcation from known two-dimensional solutions; with John McLean and others he found that the Benjamin-Feir instability was not as dominant as the three-dimensional instability for steep two-dimensional water waves; and in 1982 with Daniel Meiron and Henry Yuen he found three-dimensional steady waves that resulted from subharmonic bifurcation of relatively steep two-dimensional waves and which agreed very well with observations. This body of work, which was primarily numerical, is probably the most significant of Saffman's contributions to the theory of water waves. Saffman and his collaborators were guided in this research by calculations on water waves that he had performed in 1980, with Yuen, using the simplified integro-differential equations presented by Vladimir Zakharov. The Zakharov model also extended the range of validity of the results to steeper wave amplitudes. It could also be used to explore random wave fields that were of interest to Saffman and his colleagues at the TRW group in Redondo Beach, with whom he had an extended association, often performing consultancy work for them.
Overall, Saffman had a dim view of pure analysis-and pure mathematics in general-in its ability to contribute anything substantial to cutting-edge research problems; he believed for a time that analysts in the twentieth century strayed too far from application, unlike those in the nineteenth century. However, he was very impressed by the power of the methods that Robert MacKay brought to problems of mutual interest. Together, in 1986, they showed that a necessary condition for instability of Stokes waves is a collision of eigenvalues of opposite Krein signature in the linearized spectral problem. This criterion could be related to a quartet resonance condition between waves of different wavenumbers. In retrospect it is interesting to observe that Saffman's numerical water-wave computations have since served as inspiration to pure mathematicians interested in developing more rigorous approaches. John Toland FRS, for example, holds Saffman's work in very high regard (Toland et al. 2000) .
final thoughts
Saffman's career spanned the decades during which the use of computation burgeoned into an inescapable tool for scientific enquiry, and he made strategic use of it in his own research. He was not, however, a believer in large-scale computation, especially if it involved many parameters and variables, which he thought of as a 'numerical wind-tunnel' in the sense that it would give results for only a limited set of parameter values. This may be the reason that he generally avoided computation of time-evolving flows because it would require a huge number of initial conditions before one could fathom, if at all, the overall dynamical behaviour of the system (although, in the mid 1970s, in close collaboration with Control Data Corporation, Saffman put extensive effort into direct simulation of three-dimensional turbulence by a new approach involving the computation of interacting 'vortons'-three-dimensional analogues of point vortices. There were technical issues with the method, but the project was also hampered by the unexpected passing of Saffman's collaborator Mike Kascic (Kascic 1984) .) A mantra often voiced by Saffman was 'use the computer like a scalpel, not a sledge-hammer.' He was particularly wary of 'thoughtless number crunching' (20).
Saffman's scientific enquiries were almost always driven by the need to understand the underlying physics of a situation. In the spirit of G. I. Taylor he espoused the use of physical intuition to inform his investigations, but he was always open to the possibility that his intuition might be wrong; he relied on mathematics to help confirm a theory or to reject it. His career is testament to his willingness to embrace varied mathematical techniques (such as the Orr-Sommerfeld approach to stability theory, complex variable techniques, singular perturbation methods, and the theory of Hamiltonian systems) and numerical methods, in pursuit of nothing other than the scientific truth. In this respect, Saffman's collected body of work exemplifies an instinctive style of looking at problems, one that is not easily emulated.
As a mentor for other researchers, Saffman left lasting impressions, and invaluable lessons, with all those lucky enough to interact with him. He was a man of unflappable demeanour and of unerring principle and integrity, both in his scientific endeavours and in his personal associations. Greg Baker recalls challenging Saffman about the wisdom of including, in their joint paper (also with John Sheffield) on periodic hollow vortex arrays, the statement 'the purpose of this paper is to present the calculation as a contribution to the theory of vortices. We see no direct physical application of the results', to which Saffman immediately responded that one should always be honest about the limitations of one's work. We have already emphasized, in discussing contributions to turbulence theory by both himself and others, how stridently Saffman adhered to this principle.
On the occasion of Philip's retirement in 1998 the editors of Journal of Fluid Mechanics commissioned a special issue-volume 409-to honour the many years of scientific leadership, deep physical and mathematical insights, and inspiration that he had brought to the fluid dynamics community over his career. From the three landmark articles that Philip contributed to its very first volume (1-3), to the many he would subsequently publish there, he provided an ever steady hand and a guiding light for all its readers.
The California Institute of Technology organized a memorial workshop in Philip's honour on 31 May 2009. It was a spirited occasion with more than 100 attendees, including colleagues from around the world, family and friends all sharing reminiscences both scientific and personal. Ruth told us that, as Philip gradually succumbed to illness in his final years, 'he was saddened that he couldn't finish his list of problems'.
So are we all.
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